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In this 2016 expanded edition of Cancer Is Not a Disease, bestselling author and

internationally acclaimed health expert, Andreas Moritz, proves the point that cancer is the

physical symptom that reflects our body's final attempt to deal with life-threatening cell

congestion and toxins. He claims that removing the underlying conditions that force the body to

produce cancerous cells sets the preconditions for complete healing of our body, mind and

emotions.This book confronts you with a radically new understanding of cancer – one that

revolutionizes the current cancer model. On average, today’s conventional treatments of killing,

cutting out or burning cancerous cells offer most patients a remission rate of a mere 7 percent,

and the majority of these survivors are cured for no more than just five years. Prominent

cancer researchers have suggested that individuals may, in fact, fare better undergoing no

conventional treatment. Any published success figures in cancer survival statistics are offset by

equal or better outcomes among those receiving no treatment at all. More people are killed by

cancer treatments than are saved by them.Cancer Is Not a Disease shows you why traditional

cancer treatments and even cancer diagnoses are often fatal, what actually causes cancer,

and how you can remove the obstacles that prevent the body from healing itself. Cancer is not

an attempt on your life; on the contrary, this “terrible disease” is the body’s final, desperate

effort to save your life. Unless we change our perception of what cancer really is, it will continue

to threaten the life of nearly 1 out of every 2 people. This book opens a door for those who wish

to turn feelings of victimhood into empowerment and self-mastery, and disease into health.
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Christine, “Comforting Theory. I wasn't quite sure what to expect from this book, but I bought it

anyway in Kindle form. Now, I would not soley rely on alternative medicine, probably because I

have grown up here in the USA and am used to Western medicine, so I think incorporating

both Western and other medicines is fine.If you are diagnosed, it's terrifying. You panic. You

want that horrid thing out of you now and you want to hunt it down and kill every last cell. I was

'lucky' - I had surgery and did not need further treatment (i.e. - chemo or radiation.) Am cancer-

free and doing great.I gave this book 4 stars. There are many things I did not like about it and

many things I did.The Bad:This author has never had cancer and is talking in theory and not

fact. He does not recommend chemo or radiation or even surgery, which is great unless you're

the patient and have already gone through those things. Then what he says is terrifying.

Because he is someone who's never had cancer, he can't know how he'd react, and he is not a

doctor of anything, so please, if you are diagnosed, do your own research and follow your own

doctor's recommendations and your own intuitions. It's easy to read the words of someone



who does not 'believe' in chemo or radiation, but it's another thing when you yourself are faced

with this illness and your life is on the line.He talks a lot about how bad the AMA, FDA,

lobbyists, Big Pharma, etc... are. I believe this, but it is overwhelming because, really, what is

an individual to do about that? You're scared. You're desperate. Knowing this is one thing, but

causing a person in dire straights more stress is not a good thing. So I skimmed over those

chapters, because this is something I think we all probably know anyway, even if we have

differing opinions about it.The Good:I found his theory of what cancer really is, comforting. He

says cancer is not out to kill you. Your body and all the cells in it are all trying to live and be

well. We have so many immune responses and tactics in our bodies, it's really very amazing.

And think about this: cancer is in every single person. It's not a disease that comes out of

nowhere because your immune system was down. We ALL have cancer cells from the day we

were born. Why? What is their function? That's where this book shines. He accertains that

cancer is actually helping your body to overcome certain toxic conditions. He likens it to a

poisonous mushroom in a forest. Why is the mushroom poisonous? Because it's been

soaking up the poisons in the soil around it. So cancer accumulates when maybe your body

becomes too acidic (a specific organ or area) and it's trying to soak up those toxins, and

maybe that's when the cells go haywire (this is a theory as is all research about cancer), and

maybe because something is 'off' or unbalanced in your body. He says nobody ever died of

cancer (unless a certain organ is blocked by it) and you know what? My doctor (an M.D. in the

good old USA who practices Western medicine) said the same thing. In other words, it doesn't

cause the weakness or illness, but maybe it's a response to it. And it's naturally occuring in

your body because it has a function. Your whole body and all it's cells are life-ward. We don't

have cells in us ready to kill us, but we can become sick with toxins from stagnant diets and

thoughts and emotions.What I want to convey is this: I didn't like all of the things he said in the

book. Some of it I think is a little hardcore. I know some people like this who refuse to wear

makeup and only drink boiled, distilled water from a special place in Argentina, who only eat

home-grown food, never wash their hair and won't wear deodorant. I think that's extreme and

the author even gives an example where one of his patients only follows some of his advice

and is cured. Mostly the advice is eat mostly organic, hormone-free, antibiotic-free foods (this

is actually not too difficult because I find all these things at regular markets now and they are

not as expensive as they used to be.) Stay away from sugar. Exercise. Work through your

emotional problems and keep your body in an alkaline state (eat a balanced diet with lots of

veggies, some fruit, and no or little prepackaged foods like Doritos or canned sauces and stuff

like that.) It's not really hard to make your own spaghetti sauce or salad dressings, so the diet

isn't bad and is in fact healthy anyway for anybody.In conclusion, I recommend this book

because it is a comforting thought and when going through something like this, it helps when

you're feeling stressed and scared and it is calming. I also recommend Radical Remissions by

Kelly Turner. Sometimes reading about people who have been through this and have

overcome it despite their doctor's dire diagnosis, is wonderful. Because if they can do it, others

can too.”

Rebecca J., “Eye opening and very informative. This book gives clear insight into the true

nature of cancer and explains why chemical treatments don’t help but rather hinder the body’s

innate way of dealing with cancer. The author is exceptionally knowledgeable about the

purpose of cancer and explains its role in signaling other problems in the body which need

addressing and care. The author does not only rely on his research, but also cites many other

sources of published information which, unfortunately, are not usually shared with the general



public on main stream media. We have to educate ourselves about what is best for our own

health, so if you have received a cancer diagnosis, like I have, or even if you haven’t, this book

will truly, or should, open your eyes.”

Mystic Traveler, “Be Ready. Be ready to have your socks blown off, if you have never

considered how manipulative, and underhanded the orthodox medical profession really is. I

have studied Holistic, and Alternative Medicine for nearly 35 years and was still brought to

tears because of the information held within this incredible book. Please open your mind to the

fact that the medical profession is a business it always has been if we are not sick doctors have

no pay check. This is an amazing book I highly recommend it to all living beings. I only wish

there was a place to stay, and be monitored for the gallbladder flush as it is pretty intense.

Great book this Dr. Andreas Moritz deserves a medal for his courage to write this and give us

all such empowering knowledge.  Thank you from my heart of hearts.”

ana, “The answer to my prayers. Finding this book was a miracle for me because it was part of

the answers I was seeking since my beloved dad was diagnosed with head and neck cancer

and traditional approaches weren't giving me the explanations I needed, there must be an

alternative perspective and after looking and digging I finally found it”

Northwich Belle, “Superb, Accurate and Ground-breaking Truths About Cancer. This

interpretation of the causes of cancer is utterly superb and most definitely accurate. I've had

cancer twice and received conventional treatment and everything Andreas Moritz describes

happened to me. Now I am cancer-free and healthier than ever before thanks to his advice as

well as the supporting truths about modern cancer treatments in The Truth About Cancer on

YouTube. They're both speaking the same language and they are both unearthing the hideous

facts about the barbaric treatments offered to sick people (treatments that only work in 4% of

cases).  If you have cancer you surely don't want to risk being in the 96% so read this book!”

janine cousins, “A well argued alternative view.. An excellent alternative view of cancer.

Definitely worth considering. Well argued. A must if you're exploring your treatment options

and healing interventions”

Mark Adams, “A massive wake up call on what cancer real is and dose of the body,,,,,wow,,,,.

Wow what a wake up call this book is on cancer and the real truth of it brilliant outstanding and

a must”

Gayle Riddle, “trust worthy service and company. Like order arriving quickly, condition of the

books. Knowing my personal details are being safeguarded.”

Marisa, “Vfm. Purchased as a gift”

The book by Andreas Moritz has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 211 people have provided feedback.
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